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Let R be a commutative ring with identity and let T be the complete 
theory of R. We pose the following questions (see § 1 for a discussion of 
modebtheoretic notions used in this paper, such as stability and categori- 
city): 
I: For which rings R is the theory T co I -categorical? 
lI: For which rings R is the theory T w-stable? 
We wil! largely ignore the trivial case in which R is finite. If R is infinite, 
but R modulo its Jacobson radical J(R) is finite, then serious difficulties 
arise and we will have little to say about this relatively pathological case. 
If we consider question I in the c~se that R/J(R) is infinite, or question 
lI restricted to noetherian rings, then we may provide complete answers 
to these questions, and more generally we can reduce the classification 
of X-stable commutative rings to the classification of X-stable fields (an 
open problem for X ~ w). 
Our main results are as follows: 
Corollary 2. ! 2. I f  R is a commutative ring with identiO' then thefollowing 
are equivalent: 
(1) R is noetherian and Th(R) is w-stable. 
(2) R is the finite product R = A × R 1 × ... X Rt  era finite ring A and 
noetherfan local rings R i whose unique maximal ideal M i is nilpotent, and 
Rt/M t is an algebraically closed field. 
Corollary 3.5. Let R be a commutative ring with identity such that 
R/J(R ) is infinite. Then the following are equivalent: 
* This work was supported by NSF Grant P29079. 
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(1) Th(R)is col-categorical 
(2) R is the direct product o f  a finite ring and a single i~tfinite noethe- 
rian lecal ring R 0 whose unique maximal ideal M 0 is nilpotent and whose 
residue field R 0/M o is algebraically closed. 
We discuss tability in § 2 and categoricity in § 3. In § 4 we discuss 
stability of  noncommutative r in~, and in § 5 we take up the question of 
model-completeness of  the theories of  ~l-categorical rings. The last sec- 
tion is devoted to examples and open questions. 
One striking open question is the following: 
I f F  is a field whose theory T is stable, is T w-stable? 
Such a result for fields would imply a similar result for noetherian com- 
mutative rings. By way of contrast we remark that an abelian group has 
~-stable theory just in case it is the direct sum of a divisible group and 
a group of bounded order [ 14] whereas all abe~ian ~oups - more gener- 
ally all modules over a countable ring - have 2So-s':able theory [4,9]. 
The material of  § 1 through Theorem 1.8 is well known and is included 
for ease of reference. The rest of  § 1 may be less familiar. Notation and 
terminology are standard, but note that we define a R = Morley rank of  
Th(R), and local rings are not necessarily noetheriaa. 
1. Model-theoretic preliminaries 
The fundamental theorems and notions of model theory are described 
in [3,18]. We work with a first order language L having connectives A, 
V, "q, ~, - ;  quantifiers V, 3; identity symbol =; variables o0, 01 , 02, ...: 
and a fi~.lite number of relation symbols, function symbols, and constants 
(in particular L is countable). 
If ~ ,  qO are L-structures we write: 
(1) Th(at) = {~" : ~" is a sentence of  L true in af}. 
(2) at --- c$ iff ~ ,  qo are elementarily equivalent (i.e., Th(at)  = Th(~ )). 
(3) at <cB iff af is an elementary substructuta, of cB (i.e., at c_. q~ and 
any sentence ~'(a l ..... a n) true in a( is also true in q~ ). 
If T is a com:dete consistent theory let B~(T) be the Boolean algebra 
of all formulas ~'(o 0..... on_ l) of L with free variagles among o 0 ..... o,~.~ , 
modulo the equivalence relation ~l "" ~'2 if F i ~" ~1 ~- ~'2. Let Sn(T) be the 
Stone space of  B~(T), An element p E S,~(TI is c: tled an n-type; an n-type 
is therefore ssentially just a maximal set of" formulas in the free variables 
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v 0 ... . .  o,~ 1 consistent with 7". In particular let S(T) = SI(T).  We also 
wri~:e S(.~ ) for A)). 
I f  h: is a cardinal, T is said to be K-categorical iff any two models of  T 
of  ,-ardinality ~: are isomorphic. The fol lowing facts are fundamental.  
Th_~orem 1.1 (Ryl l -Nardzewski [ 181). T is w-categorical iff, for  each n, 
S n (T) is finite. 
Theorem 1.2 (Morley [ 17]). T is X-categorical ybr all k > co i f f  T is k- 
cateeork'al.tbr some X > oa. 
Rings with co-categorical theory are studied in [ l 6]. We will consider 
only the o0~-categorical case. 
If t~ is a cardinal, T is said to be v,-stable iff for each model s~ of T, 
card (~ ~ = ~: =, card (S( M )) = ~. 
Theorem 1.3 (Morley [ 17 ]). ( 1 ) If T is wl-categorical then T is co-stable. 
(2) I f  T is w-stable then T is h-stable .tbr all k. 
T is called stable iff for some k > co, T is h-stable. 
The fol lowing consequences of  stabil ity are extremely useful in appli- 
cations. We first introduce some syntactic notions. 
Definition 1.4. ( 1 ) A relation R ~ A x" is d<t~nable over s~ iff for some 
formula ~(x I . . . . . .  x" k) ill L A (tile subscript indicates the possible presence 
of  parameters from A) we have: 
(*) Ra I ... a k ~=* sll satisfies ~'(a t..... at.). 
We write R = ~'(M ) if (*) holds. A function f (x )  is said to be definable 
iff the relation " J (x )  = y"  is definable. 
(2) A formula ~'(ol~i .... ok; ok+ l ..... o l) has tile order property relative 
to T if there is an infinite sequence (a i : i E w)  of / - tuples  a i c _ A such 
~hat for all r ,.=_ ¢o. T is consistent with 
{~'(0; ai)ifi<r " i E ~0} 
where we set 
~(o;ai )if*<, [ ~(°;ai) 
=!, -'1 ~'(o; ai) 
i f i<  r, 
if/>.>- r .  
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Theorem !. 5 (Shelah [ 191 ), The lollowing equivalent: 
(1) T is stable. 
(2) No formula ~(v O, o I ) has the order property. 
Corollary 1.6. If T is stable then no model sd o f  T has a definable b#~.ary 
relation Rxy which linearly orders an infinite subset o f  s,l. 
One of the most useful consequences of tgt-categoricity involves the 
notion of  the Morley rank of a th+ory. Recall that, for each n, S n (T) is 
a compact Hausdorff space, and hence the Cantor-Bendixson an:dysis of  
S n (T) produces the notion of Cantor-Bendixson rank of  an n-type 
p ~ So(T). In an analogous way Morley defined a more careful analysis 
of Sn(T) which leads to the notion of  the Morl,:v rank of an n-type p 
(see [ 18] for an exposition of this theory). The Morley rank ar  of  a 
theory T is then defined by: 
( sup(rank p : p ~ S(a), ~ m T) if every such p has a rank 
OtT= [ ~ otherwise. 
We will also write %~ for c~a(¢). 
Theorem 1.7 (Baldwin [1 ]). i f  T is wl-categorical, then ar < w. 
We note that T is ~-stable iff every point has a Morley rank [ 17 ] iff 
a T < oo  (we take ~, to be larger than all ordinals). 
Another highly versatile tool of model-theoretic algebra is the use of 
saturated structures. The theory of these structures i found in [3,18]. 
We cite the following facts: 
(1) If s~, q0 are saturated, .~ ~- q~, and card(at) = card(~ ), then 
at ~_q0. 
(2) If s~ is saturated, or even tovsaturated, then for any p ~ S(s~) tire 
Morley rank o f f  coincides with its Can~or-Bendixson rank. 
(3) The gener~.lized continuum hypothesis implies: 
For every strv ¢ture s~ there is a saturated q~ > at .  
None of our theorems depend in any way on the continuum hypothesis. 
(For a good discussion of the insensitivity of  modebtheoretic results to 
set-theoretical considerations consult the introduction to [6~. 
Next we cite a few results of  more immediate algebraic import. 
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Theorem I. 10 (Macintyre [ 15 ] ), It" K is a commutat ive.HeM then the 
f id lowing are equi 'alent: 
( 1 ) Th(K) is w-stable 
(2) Th(K) is ml-,'ategorical 
(3) K is f inite or algebraically dosed. 
It is not known whether there are stable fields which are not co-stable. 
The next theorem ~as the first application of Theorem E in a definite 
algcbraic context. 
Theorem I. 1 ! (Shelah, un~ubiished). A division ring D with col-categorical 
ttwory is commu,'ative, (More generally i f  D has f inite Morley rank then 
D is comnmtat ive) .  
It is not known whether this result is true more generally for co-stable 
division rings. 
The following theorem shows, among other things, that the residue 
field of  an co-stable local ring is co-stable. 
Theorem 1.12. Let B be "m ~-definable subset o f  A and let R l ..... R k, 
f l  ..... ft be ~-dcfinabte relations and funct ions on B. Let b l ..... b m ~ B 
be arbitrary. 
(1) I f  ~ has X-stable tl:eoo,, then qfl = ( B, { R i, f /, bk }) has X-stable 
theory. 
(2) % <~ ea. 
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Proof. Suppose that B, R 1 ..... Rk, f l  ..... 1/are defined over .~ by 
~(x), pl(-~) . . . . .  #~(-x), ~1(~, Y), ..., ~ I (~Y)  respectively, and that '-B' = '~. 
We claim that there is an s~o > s4 so that if q~0 = (/3(-~o), ( P i (~o , 
~/(~o),  bk)>, then q~' is isomorphic to a substructure ~ < cB 0. In 
diagrammatic form: 
a~ < ~ M 0 
I t q~___ ~,  ~ ' q~o < q5o 
This follows at once from the compactness theorem using relativization, 
More explicitly, ltbr any formula ~'(~) in the language o f '~  it is easy to 
define a formula ~'(~) in the langua~,e of s~ so that for all a 1 ..... a n in .~ : 
s~ satisfies ~(~-) i fa 1 ..... a n ~ B and q5 satisfies ~'f~-). 
Thus to complete the diagram (*) we seek a model s4t~ of T O = Th(M.. t) u 
u {~ • ~" ~ Th(q0~,)} where the subscripts indicate the possible presence 
of parameters. (The consistency of T O is immediate, since every finite sub- 
set is satisfied in s~). We may now prove the theorem. 
(1) If q0' = q~ and card qa' = k, then by the L~Swenheim--Skolem theo- 
rem take q~' ~ -~l < -~o so that card s~ 1 = k. Forp  ~ s(q0') define 
= (~" • ~" ~ p). There is an embedding F : s(q0') ~ S(a~ 1) such that for 
.all p ~ S(qO'), F(p)  3 ~. Since card S (s~)  = X, it follows that card 
card s(q0') = ~,. 
(2) Let ,~' --- q~, p ~ S(~' ) .  We must prove that rank (p) < aa .  Com- 
plete (*) in such a way that the Morley rank in s~ 0 and q0 0 coincides 
with the Cantor-Bendixson rank, for example by making .~0 ~l-satu- 
rated. As is well known, any point p ~ s(q~') has a preimage P0 ~ '~(~o) 
of the same rank. If thus suffices to prove: for any P0 ~ S(q~o) of rank 
>i a there is a point p~ 3_. P0, P~ ~ S(s~0), of rank >/~. 
The proof is by ind-tction. Fix P0 ~ S(qS0) of rank >a and for each 
~3 < a and F ~ P0 finite define 
CF, ~ = (q~ S(~ 0) : rankq,> ~+ !,~'~  q}. 
CF, ~ i.', closed, .,~d by the induction hypothesis CF, ~ 4: ~. Choose 
pi ~ fl F,a CF,~. ]'hen p~ has the desired properties. ~3 
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I f  ~ ~ .... .  ~ k are rings, then 
k 
ProoL We may take k = 2, and for the ourpose of computing Morley 
rank we may restrict our attention to ~l-saturated structures, o that 
Morley rank coincides with Cantor-Be ldixson rank. Choose aL~ A 1, 
a~ ~ A 2, and let s~ be the structure .~  × ~2 equipped with A 1 = A 1 X~a2), 
,~2 = (at } X A 2 as distinguished subsets and a function f : A1 X A2 TM ~-  
Then the models of  Th(s~) consist of all structures .~' ' ' = gt~ X ~2 with 
s~ 1 - ~t l, ~_~ - s~ 2 and there is a natural bijection: 
× 
We will identify p ~ S(.~ ') with the co:responding (Pv P2 ) E S(_,~ ~) 
X S (~ 2)- We claim: rank ( p 1, P2) = rank k 1 + rank I-'2. The proof is a 
straightforward induction on rank Pl + rank P2. It follows that 
% =a~, +%, ,and  by Theorem 1.1 a~ ~< ~ =a~ +o~ 2. 
If ~1, M2 are rings take a I = a. 2 =0. rhen the structure on s~ can be 
defined over ~ in terms of the ring structure of ~ using the idempotents 
( l ,O) , (O , l )~A.  ByTheorem 1.11 ~.~ ~<~a<~ so5~=~¢=~,  +a .[] 
2. Stability of commutative rings 
We call a ring R X-stable or w i -categorical iff Th(R) is X-stable or w 1- 
categorical respectively. Theorera 2.2 and Theorem 2.1 (2) will be needed 
in §3. 
Theorem 2.1. Let R = R l x ... x R k be a f inite product o f  rings with 
iden tiO,. 
(1) R has ;k-stable theor~ i f f  each R 1 has X-stable theory. 
(2) a R < ~ iff, jbr  each i, eRi < ~" 
Proof. By Theorems 1.9, 1,1 " • ~. and 1.13. [2 
As far as ~l-categoricity is concerned the fol!owing will be adequate 
for our purposes. 
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Theorem 2.2. Let R = t~') × ... X Rj: be a f inite product o f  ring.~ R i. each 
o f  which has no idempotents  other than (0,1). Then R has col-categorical 
theory iff: 
( l ) Each R i is finite, or 
(2) e.x'actly one R i is infinite and that R i has col-categorical theory. 
Proof. Suppose R has col-categorical theory but  
(a) R l, R 2 ,are both infinite, or 
(b) R) is infinite but  Th(R i) is not col-categorical. 
In case (a) let R' i, R'~' - R l have cardinal iw co, ml respectively, let 
R~ - R 2 have cardinality co 1 , and let R' i ~ R t (i .> 3) be countable, Let 
R' =R l x R 2× ...x R k, 
R . . . .  R '  . . .  ' =R1X 2x X R~. 
Then card(R') = card(R') = co l, R' = R - R" by Theorem 1.8, but 
R' -~ R" since the decompositior-of the identity of R', R" into k ortho- 
gonal idempotents i unique, and determines the decomposit ion of  these 
products into their factors. Thus case (a) is impossible: 
This leaves case (b), and we may a~ume that R 2 ..... R~. are finite. We 
now proceed as in case (a). Let R~ --- R I = R 1, R l, R 1 have cardinality 
co 1, and R' 1 ~ R'~. Let 
R =RIXR2X. . .xR  k, 
=R t x R2X X R k 
Then R' - R" ~ R, card R' = card R" = col, and R' ~ R". Thus case (b) is 
eliminated. 
For the converse, let R = R I x ... X R k with R 1 infinite and col-cate- 
gorical and let R i be finite for i > 1. If ~" is a sentence true in R 1, it is 
easy to construct a sentence ~ formalizing the following fact about R: 
"R admits a unique decomposit ion of  the identity into exactly k or- 
thogonal idempotents,  1 = e 1 + ... + ek, Re 2 ~ R 2 ..... Re k ~ Rk, and 
Re I satisfies ~. ' 
Clearly the heory  (g : ~" ~ Th(R l )  } is col-categorical. Thus R is co 1- 
categorical. []
Theorem 2,3. Let R be a commutat ive ring with stable theory, Then R 
admits a unique decomposit ion as a f inite product o f  rings R 1 x ... x Rio 
such that each R i contains no idempotents other than (0, t). 
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Proofl The idempoten Is  o f  R tbrm a Boolean algebra cB R under the 
t 
operat ions e I ^ e 2 = e 1 • e 2, e 1 v e 2 = e 1 + e 2 - e I . e 2, e I "-" 1 - e I. By 
Theorem 1.1, ~R is stable, hence by Corol lary 1.6 no infinite subset o f  
q~ R is l inearly ordered by  the natural partial ordering on q3 R . It fol lows 
that q0 R is finite, mid thus 1 may be decomposed uniquely as a sum of  
a toms e i . . . . .  e k. This is just the s tatement  o f  the theorem,  dightly re- 
phrased. [] 
We prove next that the fi~ctol> occurr ing in Theorem 2.3 are local 
rings. 
Theorem 2.4. Let R be a commutative ring with stable theory, having no 
idempotents other than (0, l) .  Then eveo' element of  R is ei,'her invertible 
or nilpotent. In particular R has a unique maximal ideal eoi~: iding with 
the niipotent radical, Furthermore the radical is a nilpotent ideal. 
Proof. The relation "a divides b" is definable over R, and by Corol lary 
1.6 it cannot  l inearly order  any infinite subset of  R. 
I fa  ~ R, consider the set (£1 : n = 0, 1, ...). Either this set L, finite or 
the divisibil ity relation fails to be asymmetr ica l  on it. In either case there 
is an n ~ 0 so that a n÷l divides a n. I f  b E R, a n+l b = a n, then a '~ b n is idem- 
potent.  Thus anb n = 1 or  anb n = 0. In the first case a is invertible, apd in 
the second case an = a 2n b n = 0, so a is ni lpotent.  
As t\)r the ni lpotency of  the radical, we show first that for a ry  sequence 
n a 1, a> a 3 .. . .  o f  n i lpotent e lements there is an n such that 1-1i= 1 a i = 0. In- 
tl deed, let b n -- 17i= 1 ai, and consider the divisibil ity relation on tht~ set (b , ) .  
By Corol lary 1.6 there is an n such that b,~ +~ divides b , ,  say b, = cb, +p 
Then (! - ca,+~)b, = 0; since 1 - ca,÷ l is i rvert ib!e, b n = 0, as desired. 
The ni lpotency o f  the radical fol lows immediate ly  by a compactness 
argument.  More explicit ly,  if we introduce constants ep  e 2 . . . . .  tl:e fol- 
lowing theory  is inconsistent: 
Th(R)  u {c i is not invertible: i = 1, 2 . . . .  ) 
?! 
u lqci 0:, =l, . -  . . .  
i=  1 
Hence some finite subset o f  this theory is inconsistent, and it fol lows 
easily that the radical rzd(R) is nilpotent.K1 
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Our use of  Corollary 1.6 could be summarized as follows: 
Remark 2.5. In a stable ring there is no infinite ascending or descending 
c~ain of principal ideals; in fact for each such ring there is a uniform 
bGund on the possible lengths of  chains of  principal ideals (the last re- 
mark follows by a compactness argument). 
We summarize the foregoing as follows. 
The,grem 2.6. Let R be a commutative ring with identiO' hal,#~g X-stable 
theory. Then R can be decomposed in a unique way as a product 
R = R 1 X ,.. X R~ o f  local rings R i such that the unique maximal ideal 
M i oj" R i is nilpotent and Ri / i~  i is a X-stable field. Dr particular i f  X = co 
then Ri/M i is algebraically closed or finite. 
Proof. By Theorems 2.3, 2.4. The X-stability of  Ri/M i fcllows from the 
definability ofM i using Theorem 1.1. The final remark is Theorem 1.10.[3 
If we assume that the rings R i are noetherian we have a converse to 
Theorem 2.6. We begin by recalling some of  the structure theory of local 
rings frc~m [5,20]. 
Definition 2.7. Let p be a prime or zero. We will call a ring a coefficient 
ring if it is a noetherian local ring L whose maximal ideal 0 equals pL and 
whose characteristic is a power p" of p (so that if n = 1 or p = 0, L is a 
field). For example Zip n is the coefficient ring of  characteristic pn and 
residue fiend Fp. 
A coefficient ring for a local ring R is a subring L of  R which is a coef- 
ficient ring and whose residue field equals the residue field of R(L = R). 
Theorem 2.8 [5,20]. ( 1 ) Even, field F o f  characteristic p (a prime or 
zero) is the residue field o f  some coefficient ring L n oi" characteristic pn 
for each n ~ 1. Any two such coefficient rings o f  equal characteristic are 
isomorphic ore " F by a unique iaornorphisrn. 
(2) Every local ring R whose m~visnal ideal is nilpotent contains a 
coefficient ring for itself 
(3) For each n the map L n : F -~ Ln(F) from fields to coefficient 
rings is a covariant functor (the Witt functor). 
(4) The functor L n is definable in the following sense: there are formu- 
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las Xn(.x'), o,(x. 3'), r,,(x, ),) suclt that for  any f ield F. 
L,,(F), ~-. -. O, 1 > ~ ~ X,,(/~"), ~" o . (F  ), r,z(Fn), O, e 1 
where e I = (1, O, 0 ..... O) andF  n = F ~ with n copies F 1 ..... F n o f  Fas  
distinguished subsets and a funct ion f : F I x ... x F n ~- F "~. 
Statements (3) and (4) depend or~ the theory of Witt rings sketched 
in [ 101. 
Theorem 2.9. I f  F is a k-stable .field then L,~(F) is X-stable. 
Proof. By Theorems 1.9, 1.1 2 and 2.8(4).~ 
Theorem 2.10. Let R be a X-stable ring and let p(x)  ~ R Ix] be a monic 
polynomial.  Then R [x ] / (p(x))  is X-stable. 
Proof. As in Theorem 2.8(4), there is a functor F o : R ~ R [x l / (p (x ) )  
from rings containing the coefficients o fp  to rings, and Fp is definable 
in the same sense that L n is, so Theorem 1.9 and 1.12 apply. 
Theorem 2.11. Let R be a commutat ive ring with identity. Then the fol-  
lowing are equivalent. 
( 1 ) R is noetherian and X-stable, 
(2) R is a direct product  R = R l X ... X Rk o f  noetherian local rings 
R i whose maximal  ideals M i are nil and whose residue fields Ri /M i are 
X-stable. 
Proof. ( I )  -* (2) by Theorena 2.6. 
(2) -~ (1). By Theorem 2.1 it suffices to prove that each ring R i is 
k-stable. So assume R = R i and write M = M i, F = RIM. Since R is noethe. 
rian and M is nil, it followa that M is nilpotent, so by Theorem 2.8, R has 
a coefficient ring L which is itself X-stable by Theorem 2.9. Since R is 
noetherian we may write R = L [a l ... . .  a n ] with a 1 ..... % 6 M; in particu- 
lara l..... a,r are nilpotent, of order k I ..... k n, say. By Theorem 2.10 the 
ring R l = L [x I ... x n ]/(x]~ ... . .  x~,,) is k-stable and R has the form R 1/M1 
where M I is some finitely generated i eal. In particular M, is definable, 
so by Theorem 1.1 R = R1/M t is k-stable.(] 
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Corollary 2.12. Let R be a commutative ring with identity. Then the 
following are equivaler t: 
( I ) R is noe~herian and w-stable. 
(2) R is a direct product of noetherian local rings R i whose rr~z~'imal 
ideals M i are nilpotent and whose residue fields Ri/Miare finite or alge- 
braically closed. 
(3) R is a direct product of  a finite ring and noetherian local rings 
whose maximal ideals are nilpotent and whose residue fields are alg~ 
braically closed. 
Proof~ (1) ~ (2) by Theorems H and 2,8. To see that 2 -* 3 we remark 
that a noetherian local ring R with ni lpotent maximal ideal M and finite 
residue field F is finite because we have M ~ M 2 ~ ... ~ M n = (0) and 
Mi/M i+l is a finite-dimensional R/M-modu!e, hence finite. E3 
It is useful to make certain special cases of  Theorem 2.6 and 2,11 ex- 
plicit. We will confine ourselves to the most striking case, namely ,'k = co. 
Corollary 2.13. Let R be a commutative ring with identity, and suppose 
R has no zero-divisors. The following are equivalent: 
(1) R is co-stable. 
(2) R is ¢oFcategorical. 
(3) R is an algebraically closed or finite field. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.5 (!) -* (3), Clearly (3) ~ (2) -* (1) (Theorem 1.3), 
Corollary 2.4. Let R be a commutative ring with identity and suppose R 
has only finitely numy nilpotent elements. Ttw foflowing are equivalent: 
(1) R is ~-stable. 
(2) R is the direct sum of  a finite ring and finitely many algebraically 
closed fields. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.5 and Corollary 2.9.t3 
Corollary 2.15. Suppose R is an w-stable commutative ring. Tt:en R has 
only finitely many prime ideals P. each of  which is maximal and each 
field RIP is finite or algebraically closed~ Fhe following are equivalent: 
( 1 ) Every maxirnal ideal of  R is fg. 
(2) R is artinian. 
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Proof. The first assertion follows from Theorem 2.6 (note that in our cas~ 
each prime ideal is definable). It is well known that in general R is noethe 
rian iff all prime ideals are finitely generated. The equivalence of (1) and 
(2) follows from the fact that a noetherian ring is artinian iff every prime 
ideal is maximal [21 ].El 
Corollary 2.16. I f  R is a stable ring with idemiO, such that a n = a for  all 
a ~ R (here n ~ 2) then R is finite. 
Proof. R is commutative [ 11 ]. Clearly rad(R) = 0. Thus R is a finite 
product of fields K i. Clearly each K i is finite, so R is finite. [] 
3. to I -categorical commutative rings 
We recall Baldwin's theorem (Theorem 1.7): if Th(,?) is co l-categorical 
then a R is finite. 
Theorem 3.1. Let R be a commutat ive ring with identity. The fol lowing 
are equivalent: 
( I ) c~ n is finite. 
(2) R is a direct product  R = R 1 X ... X R k o f  local rings R i whose uni- 
que maximal  ideal M i is nilootent, whose residue f ield F i = R i /M i is f inite 
or algebraically closed, and whose Morley rank aRi is finite. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.5 and 2.2 (as we remarked after Theorem D, i fa  r 
is finite then T is w-stable).~ 
Theorem 3.2. Let R be a commutat ive local,ring with a R finite, and let 
M be the unique maximal  ideal o f  R, R = R/M. I f F i s  algebraically closed 
ttzen R is noetherian. 
Proof. Let M i be the R-module Mi/M i÷l. Since M annihilates M i, M i has a 
canonical F-module structure. We claim that dimFM i < a n . First consider 
V = " (R /M)  ~n+l, the direct sum of a n + 1 distinguished copies of R/M 
(~,s F-module),  By tile proof of Theorem 1.13, c~ v = (an + 1 ) • an~ M (here 
RIM is a module). Since RIM is infinite an~ m ;~ 1. Hence a v > a n . If 
dimFM i > a n we can easily define a structure W = If, with W defined 
over R; here we use the definability of M i M i+l, and the module opera- 
tions on M t. 
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Then a R < at; = ~w < ~R by Lemma I, 1, a contradiction. Thus 
dimyMt < ~R for all i. It follows easily that M is finitely generated and 
hence R is noetilerian, for example by CoroUary 2.15. 
Theorem 3.3. Let R be a noetherian local ring with nilpotent maximal 
ideal M and algebraically closed residue field R = RIM. Then R is wl" 
categorical. 
Proof. Consider first the case in which F = RIM is of finite characteristic 
p. Since M is nilpotent, it is easy to fiv, d an integer e so that (a + m)r '~ =ar~ 
for all a ~ R, m ~ M [ 20]. Since F is perfect it follows Ix'adily that for 
any x ~ R, i fx  possesses a peth root in R, then x possesses a pt~ th root 
for all k. We associate to each a ~ F its socalled multiplicative represen- 
tative a ~ R defin~d by: 
(1)a/M=a.  
(2) altp e E R~ 
Then every t~ in F has a unique multiplicative representative, the set 
of multiplicative representatives is definable and closed under multiplica- 
tion, and the clost~re of  ~, under addition is the unique coefficient ring 
for R. Furthermore if we let M i = Mi/lll i+l for 1 < i < the exponent of  M 
and if we choose bases Bi for Mi, B t = {xq/M i+l }, then every element r 
of R has a unique expansion of the form 
r = a o + Zaijxi] (a o, aij E Op). 
With this information, it is now possible to write down an axiom sys- 
tem characterizing any ring of this type up to isomorphism (relative to 
the residue field), the key idea being the description of  the multiplica- 
tive representatives aiiktmn which arise when we expand: 
(*) 
XijXki  = ~ aqkhn n Zmn • m,n 
However we will use a simpler approach, namely we will show that every 
such l-ing is satuJated. 
Let R, ~b, M, J?i be as above, and let R' be an eleme atary extension of  
R containing an element r which realizes a type p defi*aed over R with 
fewer than card(R) parameters. Associated to R' we h~zve @', M', B~: we 
may take B~ = B i. The parameters used in p may bc expanded in terms 
of other parameters (a~} c__ ~, using the bases Bi, and similarly r may be 
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expanded as 
r = Ebo.x'~i, b~] ~ o~'. 
Let q be the type of  the residues ( bq/M' > c_ F '  over {a,~/M} c_ F. F is 
a saturated field, so q is realized by elements ci]/M of F. Let s = Zci]xq. 
It follows easily that s realizes p (we may assume that the parameters 
ai]klmn of  (*) all occur in p; then there is an automorphism of R which 
fixes the parametem ofp  and carries r to s). 
Next we sketch the case of  characteristic zero, which follows the same 
lines. Let R ~ R' be as above, but with char(R/M) = 0. Choose B i as above 
Let F ~-'. R /M be a coefficient field for R. and embed F in a coefficient 
fiela F' for R'. Then any element of R or R' can be uniquely expanded 
relative to the bases B i ill terms of  coefficients from F or F ' ,  and it fol- 
lows easily that R is saturated. The only significant difference in the ar- 
gument is that ,t,, ¢b' are replaced by F, F', which are no longer canoni- 
cally determined. [] 
Remark 3.4. It is also possible to give the following proof of this theorem, 
which relies less heavily on the structure theory (in particular the cases 
char R - 0, char R > 0 are treated simultaneously): 
First it may be shown directly that rings of the special form 
L [x I ..... xn]/(xnl z .... .  x~. ~ ) are co 1 -categorical (cf. Remark 5.8). 
Now let R be an arbitrary noetherian local ring with nilpotent maximal 
ideal and algebraically closed residue field. Then R is of the form Ro/q 
where R 0 = L[x 1 ..... Xk ]/(xnl 1 ..... X~ k) for suitable n l ..... n x and q is an 
ideal of R 0. Then if R' is any ring of cardinality co 1 elementarily equiva- 
lent to R, it is easy to see that R' is of the form Ro/q'  where R~ = 
' =L '  ..., ""~ L' R 0 [x v Xk]/(x~ ..... .x~ ), is the unique model of Th(L) of car- 
dinality u h,  and q' is an ideal of R~. 
To prove that Th(R) is co~-categorical it suffices to show that any 
model R' of Th(R) of cardinality ~ l  is saturated. But we have seen that 
R' is of  the form R'o/q' where R~) is saturated (since Th(R~) is co 1 -cate- 
gorical by our first remark ~nd card R~ = w l) and q' is finitely generated, 
hence definable. It follows etasily that R' = R'o/q' is saturated, as desired. 
Corollary 3.5. Let R be infinite. 77wn the following are equivalent: 
( 1 ) R / J (R)  is infinite (J(R) is the Jacobson radical) and R is ¢Ol-categori 
cal. 
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(2) R is noetherian a,~d COl-categorical, 
(3) R is the direct sum o f  a finite ring and a ring o f  the figrm 
L [x 1 ..... x k ]/q where L is a coefficient ring whose residue field is alge- 
braically closed and q is a primary ideal with radical (x 1 .. . . .  x k). 
I f  in particular R is wl-categ°rical o f  character~.stic zero, then ( l ) - (3 )  
hold. 
Proof. (1 )~ (2). By ~2 and Theorem 3.2. 
(2) ~ (3). By § 2. 
(3)- ,  (1). By Theorem 33.D 
4. Generalizations 
In this section we will discuss more general rings than those considered 
in §2-3 .  
Rings without identity 
According to the following theorem, the material of § 2=- § 3 applies 
equally to all commutative rings R which contain at least one non-zero- 
divisor. 
Theorem 4.1. l f  R is a stable ring (possibly noncommutative) containing 
some non-zero-divisor, then R contains an identity and every non-zero, 
divisor is invertible. 
This follows from a general fact concerning semigroups (applied to 
the semigroup <R, • )). 
Definition 4.2. An element a of a semigroup S is called right regular iff 
the map x ~ a. x is 1-1, left-regular iff x ~ x .  a is 1 ~-~ I, and regular iff 
a is right and left regular. 
S r = (a ~ S ~ is regular} is a subsemigroup of S. 
Theorem 4.3. . ' fS is a stable semigroup and S" q: O, then S has an identiO~ 
and S r is a group. 
Proof. First suppose S = S r. We will say "a divides b" iff 3x(ax = b). We 
will prove that S is a group by showing that for all a, b, a divides b. If 
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on the contrary a does not divide b, then we will have: 
a m divides a n b iff m < n.  
But since the set {am : m > l) is infinite, it would follow that the formula 
~+(v, x) = "x does not divide v" has the order property, contradicting 
Theorem 1.5. Thus S is a group. 
Returning to the general case, it follows that S r is a group, with identity 
e. Since e 2 --- e :,,ld e is regular, it follows that e is an identity for S. [] 
Corollary 4.4. A smbh' ring withot+t zero divisors is a division ring. 
Noncommutative rings with identiO, 
If we drop the assumption of commutativity much of the material of 
§ 2 ~ § 3 still applies, but there are a great number of open questions in 
this connection. Felgt~er [8] has proved a number of  results concerning 
~0t-categoricity of general rings, the most striking being: 
Theorem 4.5 [Feigner]. A semi-simple ring R is wt-categorical i f f  R is the 
direct sum o f  a finite ring and a fuU matrix ring Mat,z(F) over an algebra- 
ically closed field. 
More generally: 
Theorem 4.6. A semisimple ring R is X-stable i f f  R is the direct sum of  a 
finite ring and finitely many full matrix algebras Mat,2i(Fi) over infinite 
X-stable division rings F i. U" R has finite Morley rank then the F i are alge- 
braically closed fields. 
We will prove Theorem 4.6 below. Theo:em 4.5 follows immediately 
(this is essentially Feigner's proof). 
In the sequel R is an infinite ring with identity, possibly noncommu- 
tative. 
Definiticn 4.7. R is indecomposable if the only central idempotents of R 
are 0 and 1. 
Theorem 4.8. (1) R is X-stable i f f  R is the direct product R = R I × ... × R k 
o f  finitely mr,, ', X-stable indecomposable rings R i. 
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(2) R is wl-categor!cal i f f  R is the direct sum o f  a finite ring and an 
6Ol-categorica! indecomposable ring. 
Proof. As in Theorems 2.1, 2.2. [] 
Remark 4.9. As it turns out this theorem does not appear to be particu- 
larly useful in the noncommutative case (cf. the last example in § 6). 
11aeorem 4.10. l f  R is stable then the Jacobson radiciat J = J(R) is s~il- 
potent and R/ J  is artinian. 
Proof. By Corollary 1.6 applied to the relation "x right (left) divides y", 
every descending sequence of principal right or left ideals is finite. By a 
theorem of Bass [2] the results follows. [] 
Remark 4.11. The general case of the previous theorem was observed by 
Feigner [81. 
Corollary 4.12. A stable semisimple ring is artinian. 
Theorem 4.6 is now an immediate consequence of the Wedderourn- 
Artin theorem. 
Theorem 4.13. I f  R is" stable then the jbilowing are equivalent: 
( 1 ) R is left or right noetherian, 
(2) R is left and right noetherian, 
(3) R is left and right artinian. 
Proof. Clearly (3) -~ (2) ~ (1). Suppose R is left noetherian. Since R is 
stable, R/J  is artinian and J is nilpotent, j//j i+ i is a finitely generated 
R/J-module, hence admits a finite composition series. Since J is nilpotent 
we get a finite -omposition series for R and thus R is left artinian (cf. 
[ 12]). Therefc.re R is fight noetherian and similarly R is right artinian. [] 
Theorem 4.14. Let R be a ring whose center C is indecomposable, and 
assume C/rad(C) is infinite. Then R is ~t-categorical tff  : 
( 1 ) C is co i.categoricaL 
(2) R is a finite extension o f  C as a C-module. 
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Proof. Inspection of § 2 reveals that an indecomposable ring C with 
C/tad(C) infinite is ~l 'categ°rical iff C has finite Morley rank (in general 
both assumptions are necessary). In particular if R as above is col-catego- 
rical then so is C The proof of condition (2) follows the ~hles of  the proof 
of  Theorem 3.2. (Namely let M be the maximal ideal of C and study the 
C/M-modules R, = RMi/RM i+l. All the relevant structure is R-definable.) 
For the converse, assume that (1), (2) hold and argue as irl Theorem 3.3, 
using (~%l/-bases for R i. We aL,,ain emphasize the use of the definability of 
the C/M-module structure. (Example: [et  F = C embedded in C x C as 
((c, c) : c E C). Then R = C x C is a fir, itely generated F-module but is 
not wl-categorical. On the other h:md, although each factor C 1 -- C X {0), 
('2 = {0) X C of R is definable. R is not unital over C l, C2, whereas of  
course R is unital over its center.)U 
We conclude this section with a description of an approach to the 
stability problem for rings which allows us to treal the semisimple and 
commutative cases imultaneously. 
Definition 4. i 5. ( 1 ) R is an IL ("idempotents lift") ring iff each idem- 
potent c ira R/J{R) is the image of an idempotent in R. 
(2} R is a CIL ("central idempotents lift") ring iff each central idem- 
potent e ira R/J(R) is the inaage of a central idempotent in R. 
Remark 4.16. {1) R stable ~ J{R) nilpotent ~ R is IL [11]. 
(2) If R is commutative and stable or semi-simple then R is CIL. 
{3)~ IL does not imply CIL (col-categorical does not imply CIL - see 
§6). 
(4) CIL is closed under direct sums and direct summands. 
Thus the study of :~table CIL rings reduces ta the study of indecom- 
posable stable CtL rings. Furthermore if R is indecomposable, stable, and 
CIL, then R/J(R) is indecomposable stable semisimple, hence b3 Theo- 
rem 4.10 and the Weddcrburn--Artin theorem, R/J(R) has the form 
Mat,,(/) for some stable division ring F. 
Theorem 4.i7. Let R be a CIL ring. Then R is col-categorical iff R is the 
direct sum of  a finite ring and a matrix ring Matn(A ) over an col.categori- 
cal completely primary ring A. (A Hng is completely primary iff A/J(A ) 
is a division ring). 
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Proof. i fR  is wl-categorical, then R may be written as the sum of a 
finite ring and a single indecomposable factor, Without loss of generality 
R is indecomposable. As we have remarked this implies that R/J(R) has 
the form Math(F) for some stable division ring F. Since R is stable R is 
IL, so by [ 11 ] R has the form Matn(A ) for some ring A satisfyhlg 
A/J(A) = F. A is O~l-categorical since if A 1 = A 2 -= A and card A 1 
= card A 2 = co 1 then Matn(A 1) = Matn(A") -- Math(A) (as we see for ex- 
ample by saturating the matrix rings) and card Matn(A 1) = card Mat,(A ~) 
=601.1-1 
This leads us to the following question: which completely primary 
tings are wl-categorical? Much of  § 3 is devoted to this question ill the 
commutative case (cf. also § 6). Since the case in which A/J(A) is finite 
is imperfectly understood even when A is comnmtative we will leave it 
aside. Let us therefore restrict our attention to the case: A/J(A ) is infinite 
Then in the commutative case the foUowing are equivalent: 
(1) A is noetherian, J(A ) is nilpotent, A/J(A ) is algebraically closed. 
(2) A has finite Morley rank. 
(3) A is ~vcategorical. 
In the general case (3) ~ (2) - (11, (11 does not imply (2), anu the 
equivalence of (2) and (3) is open. The classification of w l-categorical 
completely primary rings with infinite residue field is an open problem, 
and will be discussed under that heading in § 6. As we have just noted, 
the commutative case was solved in § 3. The additienal complications 
arising in the noncommutative case are of  great interest; they are con- 
cerned with such questions as the stability of structures of  the form: 
< F; +, ", r ...... r n ) 
where F is a fie~.d and rl, ..., r,~ are automorphisms of I': 
5. Model-comtqeteness 
In this section we shall be primarily interested in the following ques- 
tion: which theories of  rings considered in § 2 -~ § 3 are also model-com- 
plete? We will call a ring R model-complete iff Th(R) is model-complete. 
We first treat the decomposition of R into indecomposables. 
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Theorem 5. I. I f  R = R 1 X .,. × R~. is a f inite product o f  indecomposable 
rings then R is model-complete i f f  R I ..... R t  are model-complete, 
Proof. If some R i is not model-compiete choose R/l c__ R], R~ 4~ R], 
R~ -= R] - R. Replace R i by R I and R] in R to get R 1. R 2 - R. Then 
R 1 ~R 2 butR  1 gR 2. 
Suppose conversely that R is not model-complete and let R 1 _ R 2 - R 
R l ~ R !. R 1 g R 2, Then 
R' -- R1 × ... × RI ttR  R i • 
Furthermore the embedding h : R 1 c R 2 is given by maps h i 'R  ] ~ R~i. 
ttence a is a permutation of 1 ..... n. (This follows by considering the 
Boolean algebras of idempotents in R 1 R2). If h i is elementary for each 
i it follows easily thai h is elementary. Hence for some i, h i : R~ -~ R~i is 
not elementary, so Th(R]) e ThtR?,t), Let T i = Th(Ri), (Ti) v = the set of 
universal consequences of T:. 
Since o" = 1 we have 
o i -  ~ =- ~ ~ R = R ' [  - R o~ o-i "'" J l i  " 
It follows that (Ti), q = (Toi)v,  and hence by model-completeness 
T i = Toi, a contradiction. 
Corollary 5.2. Let R be an w-stable noetherian ring. Then R is model- 
complete (f.f Th(R) is ¥3-axiomatizable. 
Proof. We will use LindstrOm%" Theorem [131: If ~: ) w, a g-categorical 
theory is model-complete iff it is V3-axiomatizable. (As is well known, 
any model-complete theory is ¥3-axiomatizable.) 
Assume then that R -- R l x ... x R k is a product of indecomposable 
~o-stable noetherian rings ard Th(R) is ¥3-axiomatizable. Then each R i 
is col-categorical, and to see that R is model-complete, so by Lindsmbm's 
theorem we need only check that each Th(Ri) is V3-axiomatizable. Now 
Th(Ri) is '¢3-axiomatizable iff its class of models is closed under unions 
of chains. Thus we need only consider a chain {R~ } of models of Th(R l) 
and prove that -~l = UR]' ~ Th(R 0. This follows easily from the fact that 
K' = UR]' X R 2 X ... X R k satisfies Th(R) which holds since Th(R) is V3- 
axiomatizable. Et 
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We now turn our attention to noetherian indecomposable w 1-categori- 
cal commutative rings R. In particular R/rad(R) is algebraically closed 
(we exclude the finite case as trivial). 
Theorem 5.3. Let R be a noetherian indecomposable t~l-categorical com- 
mutative ring. Then R is model-complete (ff  each o f  the jbl lowing predi- 
cates is equivalent to an e.ristentiai formula: 
" n t  ~oi~.(x 1 ..... xz.) = x 1 ..... x~. represe ar F-basis:brMi".  
Here F = R/rad(R) and M i = M~/,W ~. l f  R is o f  finite characteristic pn 
so that the coefficient ring L o f  R is definable, then an equivalent condi- 
tion is that each o f  the jbl lowing predicates be equivalent to an existen- 
tial formula: 
X " -- " " t . . . . . .  V " ~i,k(Xl . . . . . .  . k ~. - "Yl ..... x k represe ~r an r-oasts yor ~ i ~" 
ltere N i = p ' -  J R / fR .  ( The definability o f  L gives N i a canonical defin- 
able F = L/pL-module structure), 
Proof. I f  R is model-complete hen every first order formula is equivalent 
to an existential formula, hence in particular ~oi, k, ~i,~ arc. If conversely 
the ~0i, ~ for example are equivalent to existential formulas and R l ~ R 2 
are models of Th(R), choose sets B i = {x#} c Mil which represent F-bases 
in (M1) i. Then each B i is an F-basis for (M2) i = M~/M~ ÷1. If the character- 
istic is zero we may choose coefficient fields F v F 2 for R l, R 2 with 
F 1 c_c_ F2, and every element of  R i (i = 1, 2) is uniquely expressible as an 
/')-linear combination of the xii. ttence any statement about the elements 
of R i may be translated into a statement about the elements of  Fi (in 
which finitely many constants from F 1 appear as parameters, namely the 
constants ~i/k#nn defining multiplication as in the proof of Theorem 3.3). 
Since F is model-complete he model-completeness of R follows. 
In the case of characteristic pn we can use the multiplicative represen- 
tatives cI, i (i = 1, 2) to get a unique expansion of each element of R with 
respect o (xi]). Since ~i is definable in the coefficient ring L i = Ln(P ] . )  
it suffices to she ,: that each L i is model-complete. This follows easily by 
some syntactic d~.~gram-chasing: 
F 1 -~ F 2 
[] 
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Theorem 5.3 and its refinements and generalizations are of some practi- 
cal use. Another version of Theorem 5.3 could be formulated in which the 
filtration M _D M 2 ~ ... D_ (0) is replaced by: 
(0) C Ann(M)C Ann(M 2 ) c_ ... _C Ann(M,,- l)= M 
where n is tile order of M (31 'z = 0, M ~- 1 4= 0). Since M Ann(h/k) c 
c A,~n(M k+l) tile quotient modules Ann(M~'+l)/Ann(M ~)are again R/M- 
modules. We also have M k ~ Ann(M'~--x), and in a number of the simpler 
examples,!l k = Ann(M" ~). 
Remark 5.4, l fM k = Ann(M"-k), then the predicates "iv ~ M k'', "x q~ M k'' 
are both existentially definable. 
We will apply Theorem 5.3 to prove the following: 
Theorem 5.5. Let L be a coeft~cie~t ring whose residue field is algebra- 
icalh' closed (or more generally, model-complete). Let R be the ring 
L[Xl ..... xkl/(x'~L "r, .... x r p: here ~1 ..... n r are arbitrary. Then R is model- 
(~)mptete. 
The result will follow from Theorem 5.7 below. 
I)efinition 5,6. Let I be an ideal in R. A set of elements x 1 ..... x k is anni- 
hilator imtependent (rood I) iff (Vi ~< k) (3 tE  ./~) (t E Ann( /u  {x i : j v~ i}) 
- Ann xi). 
Theorem 5,7. If R is as in 5.3 and furth ermore: 
( 1 ") Afll'l(/]r/k) = ;l,t n -k  for each k: 
(2) l'ach M i ha.~ an F-basis which is annihilator independent modulo 
31 i+l : 
then R is model-complete. 
Proof. Let k be the dimensiol: of  Mi over/a~ It suffices to define "x 1 ..... x k 
is an F-basis ['or Mi" using the l\~llowing existential formula: 
"There is a nonsingular linear transformation M i (i.e., a k X k R- 
matrix with invertible determinantJ which carries x 1 ..... x k to a subset 
ofM / which is annihilator independent modulo M i+l.'' 
By hypothesis (1) and tile remark above, this is an existential assertion, 
and by (2) it expresses the desired predicate. [] 
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Theorem 5.5 tbllows if we observe that 
R = L [x  1 . . . . .  X r ] / (x ' ; l "  "'+' +'r"tr)" 
has properties (1), (2). More explicitly, using multi-index notation a 
typical element of R is uniquely expressible as 
a lx  t where a t E F ,  N = (n,  n I . . . . .  nr), 
I<N 
x = (p ,  x 1 . . . . .  X r ) ,  and t < N means I i < N i for each i. Then a typical 
element o fM k is 
I<N 
k<il~ 
atxt ,  and it follows that M ~" = Ann(M +`~''+-t.) + 
As for hypothesis (2), we have the b-basis {x I • l I t = k) for M k, and this 
1 /t +¢k+l is annihilator independent modu.o + ~ since for any i the element 
t = x N- J -  1 (1 = ( 1, ..., 1)) annihilates M k+l as well as all basis elements 
x ] with J ~ / and I J l = k. 
Remark 5.8. It is possible to prove tile model-completeness of 
" n I l i p  • 
R = L [x  1, ..., X r ] / (x  I , .... x r ) in a very different way using Lmdstr6m s
Theorem (cf. Corollary 5.2), In fact R has the following relatively simple 
¥~ axiomation: 
Let L have characteristic pn, and set m = n + n 1 + ... + n r " r (ttz is the 
order of M). l fp  = 0 or n = l, we interpret he expression pn-1 as 
meaning 1. There are six axioms (or axiom schemes): 
( l ) char(R) = pn 
(2) Vx(x 'n 4= 0 --, 3z(x .  z = 1)). 
P I I  - -  _ ,~  + 
(3 )  V.+: l ... x m [A ix  i - 0 x I " "'+" " +m = 01 n . 
(4 )  3X  1 +'rt ' ' i+' i  -+.n+ A P Xl+ " "': "+ ' r  + °, 1 
(5) VzVx t ... ~xdAix i  ~ = 0 ^ ¢ '  -~x'[ ~-t . . . . .  x~ ' -~++ 0 ^ z"  = 0 -+ 
-.> 3v  o 3v  t ._ 3v , (z  = pv  o + Ev ix i ) ] .  
(6) The residue field K is algebraically closed. 
Clearly R satisfies (1) - (6) .  To see that this axiom system is complete, 
we may prove directly that it is w I -categorical (tlle proof is a bit compu- 
tational). This provides another proof of the wl-categoricity of R as well 
which is the proof alluded to in the remark following Theorem 3.3. 
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Example 5.9. The simplest example of an w l-categorical ring which is not 
model-complete is 
R =F[x, y]/(x-', y-', xy) 
with F is algebraically closed. 
if we let F be the algebraic losure of F(t) with t transcendental over F 
and let R= ff[x', y'l /(x '2, ) :2 x'y') then we can embed R -* R by 
F ~* ft, x ,, x', y ~ tx', Then x, y is no longer a basis for M in ~', but 
R ~ iwx ~ R. Notice that R is a homomorphic mage (with definable kernel) 
of the model-complete ring Fix, y ]/(x2 y2). 
The theory of R does have an wl-categorical model-companion, namely 
the theory of Fix ]/(x "). 
6. Open problems 
In this section we discuss ome open pro3tems in conjunction with ex- 
amples and relevant auxiliary results. 
Problem I: Is every stable field w-stable? 1',o (see [ 19a] ). 
Problem II: Is every w-stable division ring commutative? 
Recall that a division ring of finite Morley rank is commutative (Theo- 
rem 1.1 I). 
Problem I!I: Classify the indecomposable nonnoetherian commutative 
rings which are 
(a) w 1 -categorical, 
(b) of finite Morley rank, 
(c) w-stable. 
In case (a) or (b) we are dealing with local rings with finite residue 
field. 
Example 6.1. Let F be a finite field. F[xi]/(xix/) is an wl-categorical 
nonnoetherian i decomposable commutative ring (of Morley rank 1). 
Here (x i} is an infinite set of indeterminates. 
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Example 6.2. Let F be a finite field, and let R 0 = F[x, Yill(x ~', 3"i3)). Then 
R 0 is <~l-categoricai. Let R 1 be 
F[xl, Yi" x2" zil/(x~, Yi)~, x~, ziz i, x lx  2, X l ,  ~, x~3)) • 
Then R l is not col-categorical but R 1 is definable over R 2 using param- 
eters, so aR~ ~< 2a,% = 2. In fact t~R~ = 2. I fa  commutative ring has 
Morley rank 1 is it n~cessarily wl-categorical? We note that R 0 is model- 
complete by a variant of Theorem 5.3. We suppress the details, but the 
starting point is the observation that Ann(M) = .,1,12, AnnOt 2) = M. 
As far as nonnoetherian i decomposable ~-stable rings arc concerned, 
we know no example with finite residue field and infinite Morley rank, 
but we do have examples with infinite residue field. 
Example 6.3. Let F be an algebraically closed field. Then F = F[xi]/(xix/) 
is co-stable ({xi} is a~ infinite set of indeterminates). The Morley rank of 
R is: 
co if char F = 0, 
+ I if charF  >0.  
(The difference in Morley ranks is connec~:ed with the definability of the 
coefficient field.) 
We have a little more information about stable rings which is of,int,~r- 
est only in the nonnoetherian case. 
Example 6.4. Let F be a finite field, R = F[xi]/(x 3, SiX / : i ~ j). Then R 
is not stt ble. Tiffs follows from: 
Theorem 6.5. l f  R is a stable ring, a E R, then there is 11o #¢thlite sequence 
of  two-sided ideals A i such that AiA / c_ Ra for i 4= L amt A~ ~ Ra for all 
i,j, kEeo.  
Proof. Let ~'(u0:, vI) = "'v0v I ~ Ra". Since .4] g Ra, choose a/, b i ~ .4 i 
such that bia i ~ Ra. Then it is easy to see that for all n and for all r c n 
(*) R ~ 3v 0 A ~-(v0, , lt)if(i~u~ 
i<  n 
and in particular ~" has tile order property. By Theorem 1.5 R is not 
stable. [] 
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Remark 6,6. (*) says that ~" has the independence properO' which is signifi 
cantly stronger than the order property. 
Corollary 6.7, l f  R is stable then there is no infinite sequence x l, x 2 .... 
such that 
t =o i~/, 
"x')'x'/~ ¢ 0 i=j ,  
Remark. Clearly in 6.5 Ra may be replaced by any definable left or right 
ideal. 
Problem IV: Classify the co-categorical COl-categorical commutative rings. 
This problem reduces at once to the indecomposable infinite case, in 
wlfich case the co-categoricity implies that the residue field is finite. We 
conjecture that in this case all the col-categorical rings are also co-catego- 
rical, 
Concerning noncommutative rings 
Problem V: Classify the completely pritr ary rings A satisfying: .4/J(A) is 
finite and 
(a) aA is finite, 
(b) A is col-categorical. 
We saw the importance of this problem for the classification of cot" 
categerical CIL rings at the end of § 4, 
The simplest rings of this kind are the algebras A over a (central) coe f  
ficient ring L satisfying 
(1) L has algebraically closed residue field. 
(2) A is generated as an L-module by finitely many nilpotent elements 
(which of course need not commute with one another). 
As we saw in Theorem 4. I a, these are precisely the completely primary 
rings A whose center C satisfies C/tad(C) is infinite and whose Morley 
rank is finite (this is a slight reformulation of 4.14). Furthermore ach 
such ring is ~l'categorical, so in this case a -* b. (Whether a ~ b for 
general completely primary rings is unknown.) 
in the sequel therefore we may assume that C/rad(C) is finite, and in 
particular char(A) > 0. Let F = A/J(A ). Since ~A < w, F is commutative, 
and since F is assumed infinite it is algebraically closed of characteristic 
p>0.  
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I .emma 6.9. Let A be a completely primary rifts, o f  ]~nite Morlt,y rank 
with A/rad ,4 infinite. F~ r t ~ .4, let A t = C A (t) n C~ (t) (CA+ ('~ indi+~ate 
the centralizer and double centralizer in A ). Then for  some t E A : 
(1) A is a f initely generated module over A t, 
(2) A t is an el-categorical commutat ive ring with #i f inite residue field. 
Proof. We note first that (1)--> (2). A t is definable, hence of  finite Morley 
rank. By 1, A t has infinite residue field, and (2) follows (cf. § 2). 
For the proof of (1), we note first that it is a first-order statement. We 
may assume A is saturated, and in particular some element of  .4 h:as 
transcendental residoe in A/J(A ). A t is a commutative ring containing t, 
hence has infinite residue field F t = At/ J (A t ). Then/-)  = F by the argu- 
ment used in Theorem 4.14. It follows easily that A is a finitely generated 
module over A t- [] 
In view of Lemm. a 6,9 every such ring A may be viewed as a finite ex- 
tension by nilpotents of a coefficient ring L with algebraically closed 
residue field. Since L is not necessarily central in A, Theorem 4.14 does 
not apply, and in fact most rings of this form are not even stable. 
At this point we offer a reformulation of  Problem V: 
Problem Va: Call a ring A special i ffA is a finite extension by nilpotents 
of a coefficient ring L with algebraically closed residue field, Which special 
rings are: 
(a) of  finite Morley rank? 
(b) co I -categorical? 
As we have remarked, Theorem 4.14 settles the question unless 
~Yrad(C) is finite (C = C(A )), and in particular char(A ) > 0. In particular 
by Lemma 6.3 A has at least one definable coefficient ring L. 
We could also ask for the classificiation of  e-stable special rings, but 
this is apparently a far more general question; we conjectua'e that there 
are (many) ¢o-stab!e rings which are two-din~ensional over C but are not 
C-algel~r:ts (this is ,,f course not possible if the Morley rank is finite). 
We will now stu ~ly special rings of finite Morley rank for which the 
coefficient ring L is a field, that is, special rings of  prime characteristic 
and finite Morley rank. 
In this case the ring A has tile form A = F~ M as left F-module; here 
M is the maximal deal of A, and is in particular an F-bimodule. Let M 
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have dimension d, and fix a basis x 1 ..... x a of M. The fundamental 
question here is the relationship of the right and left F-module struc- 
tures on M, which we measure as follows: 
Define r : F ~ Mata(F) by: 
.x'ia = ~rq(a).~. 
Then 7" is a homomorphism. Associate to r the structure _~ = (Mata(F); r, F) 
ltere r is construed as a homomorphism from the center F of Matj(F)  
into Mata,(t~. We define the notions of X-stability, Morley rank, and co 1- 
categoricity for r in terms of the corresponding notions for s~ r. 
Conversely, suppose we are given a nilpotent ring M which is a left 
F-module of dimension d (satisfying (aml)m 2 = a(m 1 m2) for a ~ F, m 1, 
m~ ~ M) and let r : F~ Matd(F) be a fixed homomorphism. Then M be- 
comes an b~bimodule if we define ma = r(a)m (relative to a fixed basis 
of M), and we may use this bimodule structure to define the ring. 
F[M; r] = F • M equipped with the multiplication defined by 
(a, m)(a', m') = (aa', am' + ma' + ram'). Definability considerations and 
Lemma 6.9 yield: 
Theorem 6,10. The special ring A o f  prime characteristic p is X-stable ov 
o f  finite Morley rank i f f  A = F[M; r] ]br some r satis~,ing 
( 1 ) r is X-stable or or finite Morley rank respectively, 
(2) F is definable in F[M; r] (here F is canonically embedded as 
FX {0} in FIM: rl). 
We have only a partial result concerning col-categoricity. 
Theorem 6.1 i. Suppose r is wl-categorical nd F is definable in 
A = F[M: r]. Then A is col-categorical. 
Proof. We may take/1 to be of cardinality wl.  We will prove A is saturated. 
Suppose A < A' and A' realizes a type q over some countable set of naram- 
eters, which we take to include the multiplicative coefficients akh n de- 
fined by 
(*)  "X'k Xt = ~" ak hn X m 
(x i runs over a basis for M). A' has a definable subfield F' 3__ F, and 
A' = F' • M' where M', the maximal ideal of  A ', has dimension d over F '  
and the multiplication on ,V' is given by (*). The homomorphism 
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r' : F '  -~ Matd(F') associated to A' is an extension o f t .  It follows that 
to get a realization of q, we need only construct an element a = ac~ + ~ix i  
in A such that ('~0, al, -.., aa) satisfies a certain (d + 1 )-type in (Matd(F), r) 
(think of  a i as elements of  (Mata(FD). Here it is helpful to use the ma- 
trix idempotents eii of Matd(F) as parameters. Since r is saturated, the 
desired type is realized in F, and hence A is saturated. []
In view of the foregoing we propose: 
Problem Vb: Classify the homomorphisms r : F-~- Mata(F) which are 
(a) k-stable, 
(b) of finite Morley rank, 
(c) col-categorical. 
This problem admits a further reduction. Let r : F~ Maid(F) be a 
homomorphism. Since F is commutative we may assume that the valucs 
of r are triangt,lar matrices: 
/ r l¢a)  • . . \ 
I .1 r(a) = 
0 ra (a ) /  
Then a simple inductive argument using the commutativity oi" field 
multiplication and explicit matri× calculation shows that the entries 
above the diagonal are linear combinations of  the homomorphisms 
~'1 ..... r a . (For a nontrivial example, we may take d = 3, r l, r 2, r 3 three 
distinct automorphisms, and compute the corresponding family of homo- 
morphisms r; we find 
r c(r I - r  2) ar I . - cdr  2+br3 \  
| 
r =~ ~ d(r 2 - r3) 
! " 1 
~'3 l 
with a + b = car. The general case is similar,) 
Since the entries of  r above the diagonal are trivi~dly definable from 
the diagonal entries it follows that r will be k-stable, of  finite Moltey 
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rank, or col-categorical just in case the simpler map 
r I (a )  0 1 
r'(a) = ! 
0 ra(a) 
has the same properly. In other words, our problem takes tile form: 
Problem Vc: Classify the d-tuples of  homonmrphisnas rl . . . . .  "re, : F-+ F 
such that tile structure (F; r t .... .  r a) is: 
(al X-stable, 
(b) of  finite Morley rank, 
(c) ~1-categorical. 
We do not know the solution to this problem even for wi-categc-'icity 
of  a single homomorphism, ttowever we do have some information. 
Theorem 6.12. Let r E Horn(F, F) be w-stable, r ~ O. Then r is an 
automorphism with f inite or algebraically closed f ixed  field. If" the Morley 
rank a(r)  is f in ite and r 4: id then r has f inite f ixed field. 
Proof. Let r be oo-stable, We will prove tl~at r ~. Aut F (The other asser- 
tions are straightforward). Consider l: n --: r ~ F. Then F 0 ~_ F l 2 F 2 ~_... 
is a definable filtration (of. | 141), hence, for some n, F n = Fn+ 1. It fol- 
lows that r is surj'ective, hence an automorphi~m. [] 
We can construct a large number of  col-categorical noncommutative 
completely primary rings by taking an algebraically closed field F of char- 
acteristic p, choosing r I . . . .  , r d definable automorphisms o fF  (i.e. r(x) = 0 
or r(x)  ==- xP k for some k; of. below) and forming the various associated 
embeddings of F-* Matd(F). A plausible conjecture is that all ~ol-catego- 
ficai d-tuNes (r I . . . . .  rd) are of this tbrm. 
We have mentioned that all definable automorphisms of an algebra- 
ically closed field are of the form r(x)  =- xPk; this fact, which may be de- 
duced from the elimination of quantifiers in algebraically closed fields, 
is certainly not applicable to fields in general. (For example all automor- 
phisms of a number field F are definable over F.) 
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Corollary 6. ! 3. Let A be a ,special ring o f  prime characteristic whose 
m~ximal ideal M is one dimensional over A/M. and let r E Horn(A/M, A/M) 
be the associated homomorphism. Then: 
(1) A is w-stable i f f  o is t,~-stable; 
(2) A has finite Morley rank i f f  o has finite Morley rank; 
(3) A is col-categorical i f f  o is ~ol-categorical. 
Proof. We show first that such a ring A has a definable coefficient field. 
If A is commutative we already know tiffs, so assume o ~ 1. Let F be a 
coefficient field, and construe o as an automorphism of F Choose a ~ F 
so that oa 4= a and let r = a + (a - oa)m where m E M, A little computa- 
tion shows that C A (r) = C 2 (r) is a coefficient field. Hence (1), (2) follow 
from Theorem 6.10 and one half of (3) is contained in Theorem 6. ! 1. To 
conclude, assume that A is wl-categorical but that o is not wt-categorical. 
Then we have elementarily equivalent but noni~morphic  automorphisms 
o', o" : F ~ F of  some algebraically closed field of cardinality o~ I. Letting 
M be the 1-dimensional zero-ring over F, we get easily that F[M. o'1 - 
= F[M; o"] but F[M; o'] ~ F[M; o"].n 
This concludes our discussion of Problem V. 
Concerning CIL rings 
Essentially nothing is "known about ¢o 1-categorical rings whict~ are not 
CIL rings (§ 4). We give the following indecomposable example. 
Example 6.14. Lei R = C • C@ C equipped with the following multiplica- 
tion: 
(*) (a, b, c) (a', b', c') = (aa', bb', ac' + b'c).  
I fe  1 = (1, 0, 0), e 2 = (0, 1,0) then e I. e 2 represent central idempotents 
in R/J(R) which do not lift to central elements of R. 
Any model R' of Th(R) will have the form F ~ F • F with F an algebra- 
ically closed fie!d and multiplication given by (*). The main point here is 
that if we let 
F 1= ((a, 0 ,0 ) :aEF}  
F 2 = {(0, a, 0) : a ~ F)  
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then the map F 1 = 1:2 given by (a, 0, 0) -* (0, a, O) is definable by 
¢*(fl') =.1~ i f f f l (0,  O, 1"1 = (0, 0, l ) f  2. (F  1, F 2 can be found in R', but 
not canonically). 
We note that R/J(R) is not COl-categorical. The noncommutativity 
plays an essential role here: if R ~ is commutative and w t-categorical 
then R1/J(R 1 ) is eo l-categorical. 
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